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PREFACE

he Comprehensive Reference Manual for Signers and Interpreters (Sixth
Edition) contains more than seven thousand entries, including vocabulary and idioms,* with cross references and sign descriptions. It is intended
primarily for interpreters but can also be used effectively by signers who
have at least a working knowledge of Sign Language. This manual is
employed most profitably when the user reads the entire sign description
before manually executing the sign. Because it is written for the right-hand
dominant signer, those who are left-hand dominant must reverse the handedness and direction of the descriptions when and where appropriate.
Due to the three-dimensional nature of Sign Language, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to learn how to sign from two-dimensional pages of any book.
Additionally, knowledge of Deaf Culture is critical in order to achieve contextually appropriate signing. Therefore, a qualified teacher is of the utmost
importance to the Sign Language student who wishes to build real competence in sign production, proper grammatical construction and the all-important understanding of and respect for Deaf Culture.
Dedicated and motivated interpreters and signers are constantly striving
to increase their inventories of internalized signs. Sometimes, however, this
knowledge can slip away if it is not frequently called upon, both expressively and receptively. It is with the aforementioned human frailty in mind that
this book has been written; not for those who have had no Sign Language
experience, but for serious signers and interpreters whose memories need
occasional assistance with seldom used signs and who also wish to increase
their Sign Language repertoires.

T

*This manual contains many explicit signs, which might be deemed offensive by some people. However, the inclusion of these signs is necessary because responsible interpreters must
be able to interpret and/or translate faithfully without censoring the information they receive
and transmit.
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KEY
AX = form X handshape and place ball of right thumb on tip of right index finger
bent = handshape formed by making a right angle at the junction of base of fingers and palm,
fingers straight and together
bent 5 = handshape formed by slightly curling all the fingers of the usual 5 handshape
bent L = usual L handshape, but the index finger is crooked, as it is in the X handshape
bud = handshape formed by touching tips of fingers & thumb together without bending them
(def #) = definition number: indicates which of several definitions should be applied when
referring to a particular entry
EXAMPLE: ACCOMPLISH = 1) DO 2) SUCCEED 3) FINISH
Explanation: while "DO", "SUCCEED" and "FINISH" are all different signs, they
can each be used individually to convey the meaning of "ACCOMPLISH"
(finger) tip = refers to the direction that that fingertips are pointing (except when referring to the
"X", "bent V", "bent 3" or "bent 5" handshape; in which case it refers to the
direction the finger tips would point if the fingers weren’t bent)
HEX = handshape formed by extending index & pinky fingers; other fingers closed
in = (when referring to palm or fingertip orientation) means toward the signer’s body
index = handshape formed by extending the index finger with the other fingers closed in a fist
open 8 = 5 handshape with the middle finger extended so that it forms a right angle with the palm
palm = handshape formed with fingers straight & together (unless otherwise indicated). For
clarity, the "palm" (orientation) of a "bent" handshape will be the palm side of the
fingers, rather than the palm itself
small C = C handshape formed with index & thumb only; other fingers closed
( ) = Sign descriptions and/or handshapes in parentheses are optional
- = words connected with dashes are to be considered as a single sign or entry
+ = a plus sign connects signs which should be signed consecutively
/ = choose one of the words separated by the slash mark (/) in order to form a new sign
EXAMPLE: COORDINATOR = COOPERATE/TAKE-CARE-OF/JOIN/MESH
+ AGENT
Explanation: In order to convey the meaning of "COORDINATOR", you must sign
"COOPERATE + AGENT" or sign "TAKE-CARE-OF + AGENT" or sign
"JOIN + AGENT" or sign "MESH + AGENT"
EXAMPLE: CURE = 1) DISSOLVE (noun) 2) IMPROVE 3) MAKE + BETTER/
HEALTHY/GOOD
Explanation: In order to convey the meaning of "CURE" you must sign "DISSOLVE"
(for the noun form); or sign "IMPROVE"; or sign "MAKE + BETTER"; or sign
"MAKE + HEALTHY"; or sign "MAKE + GOOD"
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